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[bookmark: _Toc97094780][bookmark: _Toc250732054][bookmark: _Toc345832673]Introduction
[bookmark: _Toc267577849][bookmark: _Toc345832674]Description
The 3-Heights™ PDF to Image Converter API converts PDF documents into single page or multi-page raster images such as TIFF or JPEG. It can also convert PDF files into rasterized PDF.
Its areas of use include the web, TIFF-based DMS solutions, archive and workflow systems and the protection of PDF documents. The Converter is characterized by its high speed and outstanding quality.
[image: C:\Documents and Settings\pre.PDF-TOOLS\My Documents\My Pictures\web\PDFToImageConverter.jpg]
[bookmark: _Toc267577850][bookmark: _Toc345832675]Functions 
The 3-Heights™ PDF to Image Converter API merges pages from different input files to form one or more files. Color space and image size are defined automatically during the process. The Converter supports scaled and un-scaled conversions and a variety of image formats such as PNG, TIFF, JBIG2 or JPEG2000.
[bookmark: _Toc267577851][bookmark: _Toc345832676]Features
· Create single page and multi-page image files and rasterized PDF documents 
· Convert individual pages
· Convert a PDF file into a PDF image file so that the new file contains the entire text and all the vector graphics as raster images (to prevent text extraction, for instance).
· Convert PDF files to CCITT fax files 
· Set page mode
· Define page dimensions in points or pixels
· Set rotation (identical to the incoming PDF document or portrait or landscape)
· Resolution in DPI including X and Y direction
· Dithering (Floyd Steinberg, Halftone Block, Halftone Continuous)
· Set image filters
· Set color depth
· Set color space
· Set TIFF file compression
· Set the quality of lossy image compression
· Set bit filling order for fax files
· Define minimum line width
[bookmark: _Toc267577852][bookmark: _Toc345832677]Formats
Input Formats:
· PDF 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 1.7
· PDF/A-1, PDF/A-2
Target Formats:
· TIFF (Tagged Image File Format) 
· JPEG (Joint Photographic Expert Group) 
· PNG (Portable Network Graphics) 
· GIF (Graphics Interchange Format) 
· BMP (Window Bitmap) 
· EPS (Encapsulated PostScript) 
· JBIG2 (Joint Bi-level Image Experts Group) 
· JPEG2000 
· Extended JPEG2000 
· PBM (Portable Bitmap File Format)
[bookmark: _Toc250982361][bookmark: _Toc267577853][bookmark: _Toc345832678]Interfaces
The following interfaces are available:
· C
· Java
· .NET
· COM
[bookmark: _Toc267577854][bookmark: _Toc345832679]Operating Systems
Windows 2000, XP, 2003, Vista, 2008, Windows 7, 2008-R2 – 32 and 64 bit








[bookmark: _Toc68869675][bookmark: _Toc97015605][bookmark: _Toc104278830][bookmark: _Toc182816695][bookmark: _Toc267577855][bookmark: _Toc345832680]
Installation
[bookmark: _Toc182816696][bookmark: _Toc267577856][bookmark: _Toc345832681]Installing the PDF to Image Converter API
The retail version of the 3-Heights™ PDF to Image Converter API comes as a ZIP archive containing various files including runtime binary executable code, documentation and license terms.
1. Download the ZIP archive of the product from your download account at www.pdf-tools.com.
2. Open the ZIP archive.
3. Check the appropriate option to preserve file paths (folder names) and unzip the archive to a local folder (e.g. C:\program files\pdf-tools\).
4. The unzip process now creates the following subdirectories:
· Bin: Contains the runtime executable binary code
· Bin\Fonts: Contains two required standard fonts and the font mapping file. Copy and thereby install the two fonts to the OS fonts directory (%systemroot%\fonts, e.g. C:\Windows\fonts).
· Doc: Contains documentation files
· Include: Contains files to include in your C / C++ project
· Samples: Contains various sample programs
5. Ensure the two system environment variables TEMP and TMP exist and point to an existing directory. This directory is required to temporarily install fonts that are embedded in PDF documents.
Control Panel -> System -> Advanced -> Environment Variables
[image: ]
[bookmark: _Toc345832682]File Overview
Here is an overview of the DLLs that come with the PDF to Image Converter:
	bin\Pdf2ImgOCX.dll
	This is the DLL that contains the main functionality (required for converting to image).

	bin\PDf2PdfImgOCX.dll
	This DLL is for converting PDF documents to rasterized PDF documents (required for converting to PDF).

	bin\pdcjk.dll
	This DLL contains support for Asian languages (optional). It is loaded from the module path.

	bin\*NET.dll
	.NET assemblies (required when using the .NET interface).

	Fonts\Symbol.ttf
Fonts\ZapfDingbats.ttf
	The fonts Symbol and ZapfDingbats and should be copied and thereby installed to the OS fonts directory (%systemroot%\fonts, e.g. C:\Windows\fonts).
Your Windows’ fonts-directory will already contain a Symbol font. The difference to the distributed Symbol font is the character of the Mac-Apple, which is not contained in the Windows’ standard font.
Symbol and ZapfDingbats are two of the 14 PDF Standard Fonts and used in many PDF documents.

	Fonts\fonts.ini
	This configuration file allows for specifying substitution fonts (optional).


[bookmark: _Toc178994377][bookmark: _Toc259002513][bookmark: _Toc273712071][bookmark: _Toc345832683][bookmark: _Toc182816698][bookmark: _Toc267577858]Color Profiles
The 3-Heights™ PDF Rendering Engine works in the RGB color space. Other color spaces are in a first step converted to RGB before rendering. This conversion can be done using color profiles or algorithmically if no color profiles are available.
[bookmark: _GoBack]In order to convert using color profiles there are two files required: Icc\CMYK.icc and Icc\sRGB.icm where the directory Icc\ must be a direct sub-directory of where Pdf2ImgOCX.dll resides.
Color profiles can be downloaded from the links provided in the directory Icc\. Download at least one CMYK color profile and sRGB profile or copy them from your local systems. (Most systems have pre-installed color profiles available at %systemroot%\system32\spool\drivers\color\.) Rename them to sRGB.icm and CMYK.icc.
[bookmark: _Toc345832684]Interfaces
[bookmark: _Toc345832685]COM Interface
Before you can use the 3-Heights™ PDF to Image Converter API component in your COM application program you have to register the component using the regsvr32.exe program that is provided with the Windows operating system in the directory System32.
If you are using Vista or Windows 7, start the command prompt as Administrator.
[image: ] 
If you are using a 64 bit operating system and would like to register the 32 bit version of the 3-Heights™ PDF to Image Converter API, you need to use the regsvr32 from the directory WOW64 instead of System32.
If the registration process succeeds the following a box as shown below is displayed:
[image: ]
The installation process is now complete.
When creating rasterized PDF documents instead of images, the above statement applies to Pdf2PdfImgOCX.dll instead.
[bookmark: _Toc182816699][bookmark: _Toc267577859][bookmark: _Toc345832686]Java Interface
If you are using the Java interface, the P2IA.jar needs to be added to the CLASSPATH.
The Pdf2ImgOCX.dll needs be on the environment variable PATH or added to java.library.path.
When creating rasterized PDF documents instead of images, the above statements applies to PCIA.jar and Pdf2PdfImgOCX.dll instead.
[bookmark: _Toc199219931][bookmark: _Toc199559834][bookmark: _Toc267577860][bookmark: _Toc345832687].NET Interface
[bookmark: _Toc182816700][bookmark: _Toc267577861]The 3-Heights™ PDF to Image Converter API does not provide a pure .NET solution. Instead, it consists of .NET assemblies, which are added to the project and a native DLL, which is called by the .NET assemblies. This has to be accounted for when installing and deploying the tool.
The .NET assemblies (*NET.dll) are to be added as references.
Pdf2ImgOCX.dll is not a .NET assembly, but a native DLL. It is not to be added as a reference in the project.

The native DLL Pdf2ImgOCX.dll is called by the .NET assembly Pdf2ImgNET.dll. Pdf2ImgOCX.dll must be found at execution time by the Windows operating system.
The common way to do this is adding Pdf2ImgOCX.dll as an existing item to the project and set its property “Copy to output directory” to “Copy if newer”.
Alternatively the directory where Pdf2ImgOCX.dll resides can be added to the environment variable “PATH” or it can simply be copied manually to the output directory.

When creating rasterized PDF documents instead of images, the above statement applies to Pdf2PdfImgOCX.dll instead.

When using the new rendering engine (R2), the statements apply for Pdf2ImgAPI.dll instead.
[bookmark: _Toc345832688]Native C Interface
For the native C interface, the header file pdf2Imgocx_c.h needs to be included. The object file library Pdf2ImgOCX.lib needs to be linked to the project.
[bookmark: _Toc182816701][bookmark: _Toc267577862][bookmark: _Toc345832689][bookmark: _Toc97015606][bookmark: _Toc104278831]Uninstall, Install a New Version
In order to uninstall the product undo all the steps done during installation, e.g. un-register using regsvr32 -u, delete all files, etc.
Note that an expired evaluation DLL cannot be unregistered. If you would like to un-register an expired evaluation DLL, download a new (non-expired) evaluation version, overwrite the old version and un-register it.
Installing a new version does not require to previously uninstall the old version. The files of the old version can directly be overwritten with the new version. If using the COM interface, the new DLL must be registered, un-registering the old version is not required.

[bookmark: _Programming_Interfaces][bookmark: _Toc329350594][bookmark: _Toc345832690][bookmark: _Toc267577863]
License Management
There are three possibilities to pass the license key to the application:
1. The license key is installed using the GUI tool (Graphical user interface). This is the easiest way if the licenses are managed manually. It is only available on Windows.
2. The license key is installed using the shell tool. This is the preferred solution for all non-Windows systems and for automated license management.
3. The license key is passed to the application at runtime via the “LicenseKey” property. This is the preferred solution for OEM scenarios.
[bookmark: _Toc329350595][bookmark: _Toc345832691]	Graphical License Manager Tool
The GUI tool LicenseManager.exe is located in the bin directory of the product kit.
[image: LicenseManager]
[bookmark: _Toc329350596][bookmark: _Toc345832692]	List all installed license keys
The license manager always shows a list of all installed license keys in the left pane of the window. This includes licenses of other PDF Tools products.
The user can choose between:
· Licenses available for all users. Administrator rights are needed for modifications.
· Licenses available for the current user only.
[bookmark: _Toc329350597][bookmark: _Toc345832693]	Add and delete license keys
License keys can be added or deleted with the “Add Key” and “Delete” buttons in the toolbar.
· The “Add key” button installs the license key into the currently selected list.
·  The “Delete” button deletes the currently selected license keys.
[bookmark: _Toc329350598][bookmark: _Toc345832694]	Display the properties of a license
If a license is selected in the license list, its properties are displayed in the right pane of the window.
[bookmark: _Toc329350599][bookmark: _Toc345832695]	Select between different license keys for a single product
More than one license key can be installed for a specific product. The checkbox on the left side in the license list marks the currently active license key.
[bookmark: _Toc329350600][bookmark: _Toc345832696]Command Line License Manager Tool
The command line license manager tool licmgr is available in the bin directory for all platforms except Windows.
A complete description of all commands and options can be obtained by running the program without parameters:
licmgr
[bookmark: _Toc329350601][bookmark: _Toc345832697]	List all installed license keys
licmgr list
The currently active license for a specific product ist marked with a star ‘*’ on the left side.
[bookmark: _Toc329350602][bookmark: _Toc345832698]	Add and delete license keys
Install new license key
licmgr store X-XXXXX-XXXXX-XXXXX-XXXXX-XXXXX-XXXXX
Delete old license key
licmgr delete X-XXXXX-XXXXX-XXXXX-XXXXX-XXXXX-XXXXX
Both commands have the optional argument -s that defines the scope of the action:
·  g: For all users
·  u: Current user
[bookmark: _Toc329350603][bookmark: _Toc345832699]	Select between different license keys for a single product 
licmgr select X-XXXXX-XXXXX-XXXXX-XXXXX-XXXXX-XXXXX

[bookmark: _Toc345832700]License Key Storage
Depending on the platform the license management system uses different stores for the license keys.
[bookmark: _Toc329350605][bookmark: _Toc345832701]	Windows
The license keys are stored in the registry:
·  HKLM\Software\PDF Tools AG   (for all users)
·  HKCU\Software\PDF Tools AG   (for the current user)
[bookmark: _Toc329350606][bookmark: _Toc345832702]	Mac OS X
The license keys are stored in the file system:
·  /Library/Application Support/PDF Tools AG  (for all users)
·  ~/Library/Application Support/PDF Tools AG  (for the current user)
[bookmark: _Toc329350607][bookmark: _Toc345832703]	Unix / Linux
The license keys are stored in the file system:
·  /etc/opt/pdf-tools  (for all users)
·  ~/.pdf-tools  (for the current user)
Note: The user, group and permissions of those directories are set explicitly by the license manager tool.
It may be necessary to change permissions to make the licenses readable for all users. Example:
chmod -R go+rx /etc/opt/pdf-tools
[bookmark: _Toc345832704]Programming Interfaces
[bookmark: _Toc97015607][bookmark: _Toc104278832][bookmark: _Toc182816703][bookmark: _Toc267577864][bookmark: _Toc345832705]Visual Basic 6
After installing and registering the 3-Heights™ PDF to Image Converter API, you find a Visual Basic example pdf2imgOCX.vbp in the directory samples/VB/. You can either use this sample as a base for an application, or you can start from scratch. 
If you start from scratch, first create a new Standard-Exe Visual Basic 6 project. Then include the 3-Heights™ PDF to Image Converter API component to your project.
[image: ]
1. Draw a new command button and rename it if you like.
2. Now double-click the command button and insert the two lines of code below, all that you need to change is the path of the file name that is to be converted.
Private Sub Command1_Click()
    Dim conv As New PDF2IMGOCXLib.Pdf2Img
    conv.ConvertFile "C:\pdf\in.pdf", "C:\image\out.tif", ""
End Sub
The two steps of the above code are very simple: (1) Create a Pdf2Img object, (2) open the PDF file for input, create an image file for output, render all pages of the PDF (if the output file a TIFF which supports multi-page images)
There are two ways to convert pages from PDF files to image pages. The simpler approach is described above. The other, a bit longer, but also more powerful approach, is dividing this one large step into several single steps. As a consequence, it is possible to open different PDF input files and render random pages to one output multi-page image.
A construct which does this could look like that:
Private Sub Command1_Click()
	Dim conv As New PDF2IMGOCXLib.Pdf2Img
	conv.CreateImage "C:\image\out.tif"
	conv.Open "C:\pdf\in1.pdf", ""
	conv.RenderPage 1
	conv.Close
	conv.Open "C:\pdf\in2.pdf", ""
	conv.RenderPage 3
	conv.RenderPage 6
	conv.Close
	conv.CloseImage
End Sub
And that’s all – a few lines of code. To modify your program and set options such as resolution, color depth or others consult the User’s Guide and Programmer’s Reference.
[bookmark: _Toc97015609][bookmark: _Toc104278834][bookmark: _Toc182816704][bookmark: _Toc267577865][bookmark: _Toc345832706]
Delphi
This chapter guides through installing the 3-Heights™ PDF to Image Converter API on Borland Delphi 7. The screenshots are taken on a Windows 2000 machine and are in German.
1. Once the DLL is registered as described in chapter 2.1, start your Delphi application.
2. Go to the menu Project and select Import Type Library. If the DLL was successfully registered, it shows up in the list. Select the 3-Heights™ PDF to Image Converter API. The class TPdf2Img should now be listed. If there are any conflicts with class names, adjust the class names accordingly. Select a Unit path, e.g. D:\bin\lib\ that defines in what directory the Type Library should be created, add this path to the search path.
[image: ]
3. Select the 3-Heights™ PDF to Image Converter API component and click Install. Add the class to the existing package $(DELPHI)\Lib\dclusr.dpk.
[image: ]
You should then receive a confirmation message box saying the component has been successfully registered. Close the package dclusr.dpk and save changes. The class of the 3-Heights™ PDF to Image Converter API should show up in the ActiveX tab. If this is not the case, select "Configure Palette" from the menu "Components". Drag and drop it from [All] to [ActiveX].
[image: ]
5. Now you can open the Delphi sample which is included in samples/Delphi/, or create a new sample from scratch.

[bookmark: _Toc182816705][bookmark: _Toc267577866][bookmark: _Toc345832707]
ASP
The COM name of the class, for example used in ASP or PHP, of the 3-Heights™ PDF to Image Converter API is PDF2IMGOCX.Pdf2Img.
Here is a small ASP sample using VBScript:
<%@ Language=VBScript %>
<%
	option explicit
	dim conv
	set conv = Server.CreateObject("PDF2IMGOCX.Pdf2Img")    
	if not conv.CreateImage("C:\temp\output.jpg") then
		Response.Write "<p>"
		Response.Write "Could not create output file." & "<br>"
	else
		Response.Write "<p>"
		Response.Write "Output file created successfully." & "<br>"
		if not conv.Open("C:\PDF-Tools\doc\license.pdf") then
			Response.Write "<p>"
			Response.Write "Could not open input file." & "<br>"
		else
			Response.Write "<p>"
			Response.Write "Input file opened successfully." & "<br>"
			if not conv.RenderPage(1) then
				Response.Write "<p>"
				Response.Write "Could not render page 1." & "<br>"
			else
				Response.Write "<p>"
				Response.Write "Page 1 rendered successfully." & "<br>"
			end if
		end if
	end if    
	conv.Close
	conv.CloseImage
[bookmark: _Toc139078051][bookmark: _Toc182816706][bookmark: _Toc97015611][bookmark: _Toc104278836]%>
[bookmark: _Toc267577867]

[bookmark: _Toc345832708].NET
As opposed to previous versions, the Windows build numbers 1.7.1.* and later provide a .NET interface.
There should be at least one .NET sample for MS Visual Studio 2005 available in the ZIP archive of the Windows Version of the 3-Heights™ PDF to Image Converter API. The easiest for a quick start is to refer to this sample.
In order to create a new project from scratch, do the following steps:
1. Start Visual Studio and create a new C# or VB project.
2. Add a reference to the .NET assemblies.
To do so, in the "Solution Explorer" right-click your project and select "Add Reference…". The "Add Reference" dialog will appear. In the tab "Browse", browse for the .NET assemblies libpdfNET.dll, Pdf2ImgNET.dll and RendererNET.dll, add them to the project as shown below:
[image: ]
3. Import namespaces (Note: This step is optional, but useful.)
4. Write Code
Steps 3 and 4 are shown separately for C# and Visual Basic.
[bookmark: _Toc191110439][bookmark: _Toc198718243][bookmark: _Toc199559847][bookmark: _Toc267577868][bookmark: _Toc345832709]Visual Basic .NET
3. Double-click "My Project" to view its properties. On the left hand side, select the menu "References". The .NET assemblies you added before should show up in the upper window.
In the lower window import the two namespaces Pdftools.Pdf and Pdftools.Pdf2Img.
You should now have settings similar as in the screenshot below:


4. The .NET interface can now be used as shown below:
[bookmark: _Toc191110440]Dim conv As New Pdftools.Pdf2Img.Converter
conv.Open(...)
...
[bookmark: _Toc198718244][bookmark: _Toc199559848][bookmark: _Toc267577869][bookmark: _Toc345832710]C# .NET
3. Add the following namespaces:
using Pdftools.Pdf;
using Pdftools.Pdf2Img;
4. The .NET interface can now be used as shown below:
Converter conv = new Converter();
conv.Open(...);
...
[bookmark: _Toc345832711]Troubleshooting
The most common issue when using the .NET interface is if the native DLL is not found at execution time. This normally manifests when the constructor is called for the first time and exception is thrown - normally of type System.TypeInitializationException.
To resolve that ensure the native DLL is found at execution time. For this, see sub-chapter “.NET Interface” in the chapter “Installation”.


[bookmark: _User’s_Guide][bookmark: _Toc182816707][bookmark: _Toc267577870][bookmark: _Toc345832712]
User’s Guide
[bookmark: _Toc129425200][bookmark: _Toc182816708][bookmark: _Toc267577871][bookmark: _Toc345832713]Supported Codecs
The following table lists which capabilities of the different codecs are supported by the PDF to Image Converter.
	Codec      
	BitsPerPixel
	Gray
	Indexed
	Quality 
	Compression

	TIFF
	1, 2, 4, 8, 24*
	Yes
	Yes
	Yes
	Raw, Flate, LZW, JPEG, Group3, Group3_2D, Group4

	JPEG
	8, 24
	Yes
	No
	Yes
	JPEG (Lossy only)

	BMP
	1, 2, 4, 8, 24*
	Yes
	Yes
	No
	Raw

	GIF
	2-8
	Yes
	Yes
	No
	LZW

	PNG
	1-8, 24
	Yes
	Yes
	No
	Flate

	JBIG2
	1
	Yes
	No
	Yes
	JBIG2 (Lossless: Q = 100)**

	JPEG2000    
	8, 24
	Yes
	Yes
	Yes
	JPEG2000 (Lossless: Q = 100)**

	PBM
	1-8, 24
	Yes
	No
	No
	Raw

	EPS
	1, 2, 4, 8, 24*
	Yes
	No
	No
	Raw


Table - Codes

Codec: The Compression/Decompression Type
Bits Per Pixel: The supported values for bits per pixel. 1 = bi-tonal, 8 = 256 colors/gray scales, 24 = true color
Gray: This format supports gray scale
Indexed: This format supports indexed colors
Quality: This format supports the setting of a quality parameter
Compression: Supported compression types
*) For palette creation: The number of palette entries is equal to 2^BitsPerPixel where BitsPerPixel is smaller or equal to 8. This means it is possible to create a 3 bits per pixel TIFF, BMP or EPS, but the palette size is equal as for 4 bits. However the 3 bits per pixel image will compress better than the 4 bits per pixel image.
**) In order to create lossless JBIG2 and JPEG2000 images set the quality parameter to 100. For values smaller than 100, a lossy compression algorithm is applied.
[bookmark: _Toc87341004][bookmark: _Toc129425193][bookmark: _Toc182816709][bookmark: _Toc267577872][bookmark: _Toc345832714]File and Compression Type
[bookmark: _Toc97015612][bookmark: _Toc104278837]Most image types have a predefined compression algorithm. For TIFF, the type of compression can be selected manually.
JPEG2000 (PDF 1.5) and JBIG2 (PDF 1.4) formats allow the compression rate to be adjusted via a quality parameter. These two formats are of newer date and will not work with older PDF software.
Here are some suggestions of what image type could be selected for which purpose.
Lossless
· Black/White	JBIG2 (Q = 100) or TIFF with G4 compression 
· Gray scale	PNG, JPEG2000 (Q = 100)
· Color	PNG, JPEG2000 (Q = 100)
Lossy
· Black/White	JBIG2
· Gray scale	JPEG, JPEG2000
· Color	JPEG, JPEG2000
For the Internet
· Black/White	PNG
· Color (Photos)	JPEG, PNG
· Color (Artificial)	GIF, PNG
As a general note: Compression algorithms that are lossy require more CPU as lossless algorithms. The file size is usually smaller but the time to create (compress) or read (decompress) the file is higher.
Images formats that are supported by most Internet browsers are JPEG, GIF and PNG.
[bookmark: _Toc182816710][bookmark: _Toc267577873][bookmark: _Toc345832715]How to Create Multi and Single-Page Images
[bookmark: _Toc182816711][bookmark: _Toc267577874][bookmark: _Toc345832716]Multi-Page Images
The TIFF format is an image format which supports multi-page images.
To create multi-page TIFF images, just keep rendering pages, and open/close PDF documents without closing the TIFF image.
[bookmark: _Toc97015613][bookmark: _Toc104278838][bookmark: _Toc182816712][bookmark: _Toc267577875][bookmark: _Toc345832717]Single-page Images
To create single-page TIFF images, render one page, close the image and create a new image file.
[bookmark: _Toc182816713][bookmark: _Toc267577876][bookmark: _Toc345832718]How to Set Pixels Equal Points
How to create images with pixel (in image) equal to points (in PDF)?
The default value of the resolution in the created image is 150 dpi. The PDF format uses a resolution of 72 dpi. In order to create an image with as many pixels per dimension as the PDF had in points, use an image resolution of 72 dpi as well. Please note that generally this yields in a grainy image when viewed at 100% zoom, since the monitor uses a resolution of 96 dpi.
[bookmark: _Toc59269470][bookmark: _Toc65471378][bookmark: _Toc70479650][bookmark: _Toc97015615][bookmark: _Toc104278840][bookmark: _Toc182816714][bookmark: _Toc267577877][bookmark: _Toc345832719]How to Reduce the File Size
There are different ways to reduce the file size of an image. One needs to be aware that from a certain point on, a smaller file size results in a poorer visual quality.
The main factors on which the file size of an image depends are:
· Dimensions in pixel (width and height)
· Bits per pixel
· Compression Type
· The content of the image (influenced by dithering)
[bookmark: _Toc182816715][bookmark: _Toc267577878][bookmark: _Toc345832720]Dimensions
Reducing the dimensions and therefore the amount of the total pixels reduces also the file size. Obviously a 1024x768 pixel image has a larger file size than an equivalent 600x480 image.
To set the dimension in pixels, use a command like this:
SetBitmapDimensions(600, 480)
To set the dimension in points, use a command like this:
SetPageSize(600, 480)
If the dimensions are set in points, the dimensions in pixel are calculated depending on the resolution.
[bookmark: _Toc59269473][bookmark: _Toc65471380][bookmark: _Toc70479652][bookmark: _Toc97015617][bookmark: _Toc104278842][bookmark: _Toc182816716][bookmark: _Toc267577879][bookmark: _Toc345832721]Resolution
The resolution in dots per inch (DPI) lets you specify how detailed the image is. The default value is 150 dpi, which generates an image that looks sharp when not zoomed into. A larger value generates a more detailed image, but also will increases the file size, because it requires more pixels. On the other hand, a lower resolution generates a file with a smaller file size, but the image is also of lower visual quality.
Setting the resolution value to 75 DPI instead of 150 DPI reduces the file size to about one quarter:
dpi = 75
[bookmark: _Toc59269474][bookmark: _Toc65471381][bookmark: _Toc70479653][bookmark: _Toc97015618][bookmark: _Toc104278843][bookmark: _Toc182816717][bookmark: _Toc267577880][bookmark: _Toc345832722]Bits per Pixel
Using 1-bit (black/white) or 8-bit grey scale instead of 24-bit true color will reduce the file size. Keep in mind that not all formats support all color depths.
BitsPerPixel = 8
[bookmark: _Toc59269475][bookmark: _Toc65471382][bookmark: _Toc70479654][bookmark: _Toc97015619][bookmark: _Toc104278844][bookmark: _Toc182816718][bookmark: _Toc267577881][bookmark: _Toc345832723]Format / Compression Type
The 3-Heights™ PDF to Image Converter supports various image formats. For most formats the compression is given. For example a PNG image is always Flate-compressed, a JPEG image is always JPEG-compressed. However for TIFF, the compression type is selectable.
There are two fundamentally different types of compression: Lossless and lossy.
Lossless compression
The transformation from the original to the compressed state of the image does not change the content. Thus the transformation is reversible and the original image can be regained from the compression state.
Lossless compression is normally used for artificial images or scanned text.
It is applied to the following types of images: GIF, PNG, BMP, JPEG2000 if quality is set to 100, JBIG2 if quality is set to 100 and TIFF compressed with G3, G4, LZW or Flate.
Lossy compression
The compression algorithm alters the content of the image in a way that it compresses better. Thus a lossy compressed image cannot be reverted back to its original state. It also means multiple applications of lossy compression to the same image alter the image every time and thereby reduce the quality every time. How much the image may be altered to improve the compression rate is controlled by a quality index ranging from 1 to 100 and normally defaulted at 75.
Lossy algorithms usually provide a better compression rate, at the cost of visual quality. Lossy compression is normally used for photographs.
It is applied to the following types of images: JPEG, JPEG2000 if quality is less than 100 and JBIG2 if quality is less than 100.

There are various compression types supported for the TIFF image format. These are:
[bookmark: _Toc87341032][bookmark: _Toc182797228]CCITT Group 3, Group 3-2D
CCITT Group 3 is the predecessor to CCITT Group 4, it is a simpler algorithm that normally results in a lower compression ratio.
[bookmark: _Toc87341033][bookmark: _Toc182797229]CCITT Group 4
CCITT Group 4 is the standard compression for bi-level TIFF images (i.e. facsimile).
[bookmark: _Toc87341034][bookmark: _Toc182797230]LZW
LZW (Lempel-Ziv-Welch) compression is a lossless compression algorithm for images. Please consult the copyright laws of your country prior to using this compression algorithm.
[bookmark: _Toc87341035][bookmark: _Toc182797231]JPEG
TIFF allows images to be compressed with JPEG, which is a lossy compression algorithm. JPEG provides a high compression ratio for 8 and 24 bit images. It is best suited for TIFFs containing photographs and little or no text.
[bookmark: _Toc87341036][bookmark: _Toc182797232]ZIP (Flate)
ZIP is a lossless compression algorithm. It is useful for the compression of large images with no loss in quality.

Flate compression (also used by the ZIP format) and JPEG compression can be used for color or grey scale images. CCITT Group 3, 3-2D and 4 as well as Flate can be used for black and white images.
Compression = eComprFlate
[bookmark: _Toc97015620][bookmark: _Toc104278845][bookmark: _Toc182816719][bookmark: _Toc267577882][bookmark: _Toc345832724]Image Content, Dithering
The content of the image itself has a direct impact on how well it compresses. It seems quite obvious that a plain white image compresses much better than a page filling photograph.
Dithering is an algorithm that arranges the pixels of an image in a way that it creates a visual effect of colors that do not exist in the available colors of the image, such as different grays in a 1-bit black and white image. This complex arrangement of pixels however does not compress well and increase the file size. Disabling dithering therefore reduces the file size. In the PDF to Image Converter, dithering is also implemented for color images.
Example to disable dithering (e.g. for scanned text):
Dithering = eDitherNone
For more information, see chapter Dithering.
[bookmark: _Toc182816720][bookmark: _Toc267577883][bookmark: _Toc345832725]How to Use the In-Memory Methods
An image created by the 3-Heights™ PDF to Image Converter can consist of multiple pages. For example if the image format supports multiple pages, such as the TIFF envelope and RenderPage is called multiple times. 
CreateImageInMemory needs to be called for every image created.
GetImage returns a byte array holding the image. Its length can be retrieved applying the appropriate length-operator of the programming language you are using.
[bookmark: _Toc182816721][bookmark: _Toc267577884][bookmark: _Toc345832726]Creating a Document in Memory
Here is a Visual Basic 6 sample that opens a document from file, creates the image in-memory and saves it to the variant pdfbytes.
Private Sub ConvertInMemory_Click()
Dim conv As New PDF2IMGOCXLib.Pdf2Img
Dim pdfbytes As Variant
Dim length As Long
	conv.Open "C:\input.pdf"
	conv.CreateImageInMemory ".tif"
	conv.RenderPage 1
	conv.RenderPage 2
	pdfbytes = conv.GetImage
	length = LenB(pdf)	
	conv.CloseImage 
	conv.Close
[bookmark: _Toc182816722]End Sub
[bookmark: _Toc267577885][bookmark: _Toc345832727]Reading a Document from Memory
The Visual Basic 6 code below opens a document from memory.
In part (1) the document is written into a byte array, this part is just a sample; it could as well be replaced by a process reading the byte array from a data base.
In part (2) the document is actually opened from memory.
Private Sub OpenFromMemory_Click()
' (1) Write PDF document to memory
	Dim conv As New PDF2IMGOCXLib.Pdf2Img
	Dim bChar() As Byte
	Dim lFileLenght As Long
	Open "C:\input.pdf" For Binary As #1
	lFileLenght = LOF(1)
	ReDim bChar(lFileLenght - 1)
	Get #1, , bChar
	Close #1
' (2) open document from memory
	If Not conv.OpenMem(bChar, "") Then
		MsgBox "couldn't open document"
	End If
[bookmark: _Toc182816723]End Sub
[bookmark: _Toc267577886][bookmark: _Toc345832728]How to Set the Color Profiles
The 3-Heights PDF rendering engine works in the RGB color space. For color conversions, the two color profiles in the folder Icc/ are used. Color profiles can be downloaded from the links provided in the directory Icc/. The color profiles that are named CMYK.icc and sRGB.icm are applied.
Alternatively color profile can be downloaded from the following websites:
· www.pdf-tools.com/public/downloads/resources/colorprofiles.zip 
· www.color.org/srgbprofiles.html 
· www.adobe.com/support/downloads/iccprofiles/icc_eula_win_dist.html
In order to change the current color profile, overwrite these two color profiles with new color profiles.
If no color profile is available, the conversion is done algorithmically using the Neugebauer algorithm.
[bookmark: _Toc182816724][bookmark: _Toc267577887][bookmark: _Toc345832729]How to Change the Colors - Receive a Darker Black
CMYK colors that are used in the PDF must first be converted to RGB. There are basically two ways how to achieve this:
1. A CMYK color profile is applied. The suggested default color profile is the "U.S. Web Coated (SWOP) v2". Using a different color profile yields in an image output with different colors. See SetCMYKProfile, SetsRGBProfile. RGB and CMKY color profiles can be found on the Windows systems at following location: %SystemRoot%\system32\spool\drivers\color
2. The Neugebauer algorithm is applied for the color conversion using the function SetCMSEngine and the path to the text file holding custom coefficients as argument.
Sample Visual Basic 6 code snippet:
Dim conv As New PDF2IMGOCXLib.Pdf2Img
' Set the color management engine
conv.SetCMSEngine App.Path & "\CmykToRgb.txt"
The default Neugebauer coefficients convert CMYK black (0, 0, 0, 1) to an RGB black which is not pure black. The following coefficients will create a darker black. The changes are applied on line 5 (originally ~0.2, see SetCMSEngine). To receive a darker black, the values for k need to be lowered even more.
0.996078, 0.996078, 0.996078 ; White
0.000000, 0.686275, 0.937255 ; C
0.925490, 0.149020, 0.560784 ; M
1.000000, 0.949020, 0.066667 ; Y
0.100000, 0.100000, 0.100000 ; K
0.243137, 0.247059, 0.584314 ; CM
0.000000, 0.658824, 0.349020 ; CY
0.066667, 0.176471, 0.215686 ; CK
0.929412, 0.196078, 0.215686 ; MY
0.215686, 0.101961, 0.141176 ; MK
0.200000, 0.196078, 0.125490 ; YK
0.266667, 0.266667, 0.274510 ; CMY
0.133333, 0.098039, 0.160784 ; CMK
0.074510, 0.180392, 0.133333 ; CYK
0.215686, 0.121569, 0.113725 ; MYK
0.125490, 0.121569, 0.121569 ; CMYK
[bookmark: _Toc267577888][bookmark: _Toc345832730]How to Apply Isomorphic Stretching
If you have a given page size in pixel and would like to convert a PDF page to an image with exactly these given dimensions, but the height-to-width ratio of the PDF is different, you can apply isomorphic stretching. This is achieved by using different resolutions on the x and y axis. Assuming the Y-resolution is defined, the X-resolution is calculated as shown in the code sample below:
Dim conv As New PDF2IMGOCXLib.Pdf2Img
conv.Open ...
conv.CreateImage ...
For Page = 1 To conv.PageCount
   conv.XDPI = conv.YDPI * conv.PageHeight  / conv.PageWidth
                         * conv.BitmapWidth / conv.BitmapHeight
   conv.RenderPage Page
Next Page    
conv.Close
conv.CloseImage
[bookmark: _Dithering][bookmark: _Toc267577889][bookmark: _Toc345832731]Dithering
Dithering is a common means used in images to simulate colors that are not available as actual colors. Its use is best observed in image with a low color depth, where colors or shades of grey need to simulated with other colors (e.g. only black/white pixels).
[bookmark: _Toc267577890][bookmark: _Toc345832732]Remarks
1. All images below have quite a low resolution. As a result the effects of the different dithering types become more obvious. The higher the resolution and the large the number of colors is, the higher the quality of the image.
2. The rendering filter and current zoom level of the PDF viewing application may have an additional impact on how the images below are displayed.
[bookmark: _Toc267577891][bookmark: _Toc345832733]Color Images
	Color Space: RGB (24 bit)
Dithering: None
File Size as PNG: 129 kB.
A 24 bit RGB color image can have up to 16.7 millions of different colors. Dithering does not need to be applied since all required colors exist and none need to be simulated.
+ Highest quality
- Highest file size
	


	Color Space: 16 colors (4 bit)
Dithering: None
File Size as PNG: 16 kB
+ Small file size
+ Works well for images with a small number of colors (artificial images, text)
- Does not work well for images with lots of colors photographic images) - parts of the image can become plain-colored and details get lost.
	[image: ColorTest_NoDith_4bit]

	Color Space: 16 colors (4 bit)
Dithering: Floyd-Steinberg
File Size as PNG: 18 kB
+ Renders details better
+ Usually better overall quality, especially in photographic images than without dithering
- Sometimes generates unwanted artifacts (striking pixels)
- Larger file size then without dithering
	[image: ColorTest_FS_4bit]


[bookmark: _Toc267577892][bookmark: _Toc345832734]Bi-tonal images
	Color Space: Grayscale (8 bit)
Dithering: None
File Size as PNG: 46 kB
(The 8 bit image just acts are reference.)
	[image: ColorTest_gray]

	Color Space: Grayscale (1 bit)
Dithering: None
File Size as PNG: 2.6 kB
+ Smallest File Size
+ Works well for documents with high contrast (black text on white background)
+ Does not generate artifacts
- Details get lost, because shades of gray are not approximated, but converted to either black or white (in fact images or part of them can become completely black or white)
	[image: ColorTest_bit_NoDithering]

	Color Space: Grayscale (1 bit)
Dithering: Floyd-Steinberg
File Size as PNG: 9 kB
+ Generally higher quality, specially of photographic images
+ Can approximate any shade of gray
- Larger file size than without dithering
- Generates artifacts (e.g. a very bright gray paper is approximated by far-spread single black pixels)
- Not well suited for text, unless the color of the text must be reflected
	[image: ColorTest_bit_FloydStein]

	Color Space: Grayscale (1 bit)
Dithering: Halftone
File Size as PNG: 4 kB
+ Small file size
+ Approximates shades of gray
- Not well suited for text or artificial images
	[image: ColorTest_bit_HalfTone]

	Color Space: Grayscale (1 bit)
Dithering: Pattern
File Size as PNG: 5 kB
+ Works acceptable for all types of content (text,  photographic images, artificial images)
- Is not excellent in any type of content

	[image: ColorTest_bit_Pattern]


[bookmark: _Toc267577893][bookmark: _Toc345832735]Guidelines
As seen in the examples above, different types of dithering behave differently for different types of content. Below are some suggestions, which dithering type is normally best for a give type of content:
	Text, OCR
	No dithering

	Artificial images with few colors and no bright colors
	No dithering

	Artificial images with many colors
	Test which dithering type yields the best result

	Photographic images
	Floyd-Steinberg

	Mixed content
	Test which dithering type yields the best result

	Mixed content, high-resolution
	For resolutions above 300 dpi, Floyd-Steinberg almost always yields the best result (exception: for pure black text on white background, use no dithering)


Keep in mind that dithering should only be applied for images with a low color depth, such as black and white (1 bit). Dithering for images with a color depth of 8 bit or higher (256 colors or grey scale) has little to no visual impact.
[bookmark: _Toc182816725][bookmark: _Toc267577894]

[bookmark: _Programmer’s_Reference][bookmark: _Toc345832736]Programmer’s Reference
Note this manual describes the COM interface only. Other interfaces (C, Java, .NET) however work similarly, i.e. they have calls with similar names and the call sequence to be used is the same as with COM.
[bookmark: _Toc267577895][bookmark: _Toc345832737]PDF to Image Interface
This interface is included in the Pdf2ImgOCX.dll.
This interface takes a PDF document as input and creates a raster image (e.g. a TIFF) as output.
[bookmark: _Toc267577896][bookmark: _Toc345832738][bookmark: _Toc182816743][bookmark: _Toc97015633][bookmark: _Toc104278858][bookmark: _Toc182816727]BitmapHeight
	Property Long BitmapHeight
Accessors: Get


Return the height of the bitmap in pixel.
[bookmark: _Toc267577897][bookmark: _Toc345832739]BitmapWidth
	Property Long BitmapWidth
Accessors: Get


Return the width of the bitmap in pixel.
[bookmark: _Toc267577898][bookmark: _Toc345832740]BitsPerPixel
	Property Integer BitsPerPixel
Accessors: Get, Set
Default: 24


Get or set the color depth. Bi-tonal: 1, gray scale: 8, RGB true color: 24, CMYK: 32.
When using 1 bit per pixel, it is suggested to disable anti-aliasing (disable eOptionHighQuality).
[bookmark: _Toc182816744][bookmark: _Toc267577899][bookmark: _Toc345832741][bookmark: _Toc71535448][bookmark: _Toc97015634][bookmark: _Toc104278859]Center
	Property Boolean Center
Accessors: Get, Set
Default: False


Get or set the center mode. The two values are:
True	The page is horizontally and vertically centered
False	The page is rendered to the upper left corner
[bookmark: _Toc267577900][bookmark: _Toc345832742]Close
	Method Boolean Close()


This method closes the currently opened input document.
· Return value:
True: The input file could successfully be closed.
[bookmark: _Toc182816728][bookmark: _Toc267577901][bookmark: _Toc97015624][bookmark: _Toc104278849][bookmark: _Toc97015625][bookmark: _Toc104278850]False: otherwise.
[bookmark: _Toc345832743]CloseImage
	Method Boolean CloseImage()


Close an open image document. If the document is already closed the method does nothing.
· Return value:
True: The image file could successfully be closed.
False: otherwise.
[bookmark: _Toc182816745][bookmark: _Toc267577902][bookmark: _Toc345832744][bookmark: _Toc182816729]ColorSpace
	Property TPDFColorSpace ColorSpace
Accessors: Get, Set
Default: eColorRGB


Get or set color space. See enumeration TPDFColorSpace.
For black-white bi-tonal images, a gray color space must be selected.
[bookmark: _Toc182816746][bookmark: _Toc267577903][bookmark: _Toc345832745][bookmark: _Toc97015635][bookmark: _Toc104278860]Compression
	Property TPDFCompression Compression
Accessors: Get, Set
Default: eComprRaw


Get or set the compression type of TIFF images. For any other image format, the compression is automatically defined by the file extension (the file name).
The supported  values for TPDFCompression are listed in the corresponding enumeration.
[bookmark: _Toc267577904][bookmark: _Toc345832746]ConvertFile
	Method Boolean ConvertFile(String PDFFileName, String ImageFileName, String Password)


Convert  a complete PDF file to a (multi-page) TIFF image file.
· Parameters:
PDFFileName: The PDF file name and optionally the file path, drive or server string according to the operating systems file name specification rules.
ImageFileName: The TIFF file name and optionally the file path, drive or server string according to the operating systems file name specification rules.
Password (optional): The user or the owner password of the encrypted PDF document. If this parameter is left out an empty string is used as a default.
· Return value:
True: The file could successfully be converted.
[bookmark: _Toc182816730][bookmark: _Toc97015626][bookmark: _Toc104278851]False: The PDF file does not exists, it is corrupt, or the password is invalid. Or the image file is locked.
[bookmark: _CreateImage][bookmark: _Toc267577905][bookmark: _Toc345832747]CreateImage
	Method Boolean CreateImage(String FileName)


Create a new image file.
· Parameters:
FileName: The file name and optionally the file path, drive or server string according to the operating systems file name specification rules. The file name defines the image format. Supported extensions are:
· .bmp	(Windows Bitmap Format)
· .gif	(Graphics Interchange Format)
· .jb2	(JBIG2, Bi-level Images)
· .jpg, jpeg	(Joint Photographic Experts Group)
· .jp2	(JPEG2000)
· .jpf, jpx	(JPEG2000, Part 2 – Coding Extensions)
· .png	(Portable Network Graphics)
· .tif, .tiff	(Tagged Image File Format)
· Return value:
True: The file could successfully be created.
[bookmark: _CreateImageInMemory][bookmark: _Toc182816731][bookmark: _Toc267577906]False: otherwise.
[bookmark: _CreateImageInMemory_1][bookmark: _Toc345832748]CreateImageInMemory
	Method Boolean CreateImageInMemory(String Extension)


Save an image in memory as a byte array. See also method GetImage.
· Parameter:
Extension: The name of the extension. For a list of supported extensions see method CreateImage. The leading “.” needs to be included.
· Return value:
True: The image could successfully be created.
[bookmark: _Toc182816747][bookmark: _Toc267577907][bookmark: _Toc97015636][bookmark: _Toc104278861][bookmark: _Toc182816732]False : otherwise.
[bookmark: _Toc345832749]Dithering
	Property TPDFDithering Dithering
Accessors: Get, Set
Default: eDitherFloydSteinberg


Get or set the dithering algorithm. Dithering refers to the procedure of simulating colors or grayscales by continuous non-continuous spreading of pixels. This is mainly useful for low color depth (black and white) images.
The supported values for TPDFDithering listed in the corresponding enumeration.
[bookmark: _Toc182816748][bookmark: _Toc267577908][bookmark: _Toc345832750][bookmark: _Toc97015637][bookmark: _Toc104278862]DPI
	Property Single DPI
Accessors: Get, Set
Default: 150


Get or set the resolution of the image in DPI (dots per inch). 
Set: Both, x any y DPI are set to the same value.
Get: Return the square root of the product of x and y. 
[bookmark: _Toc182816749][bookmark: _Toc267577909][bookmark: _Toc345832751][bookmark: _Toc71535450][bookmark: _Toc97015638][bookmark: _Toc104278863]ErrorCode
	Property TPDFErrorCode ErrorCode
Accessors: Get


This property can be accessed to receive the last error code. See enumeration TPDFErrorCode.
[bookmark: _Toc267577910][bookmark: _Toc345832752]FaxHSetting, FaxSSetting
	Method Boolean FaxHSetting()
Method Boolean FaxSSetting()


These two methods set the TIFF Type F settings, which is equal to RotateMode = RotatePortrait, SetBitmapDimensions(1728, 0),  XDPI = 204, YDPI = 196 (Fax H)/98(Fax S), Compression = eComprGroup3.
[bookmark: _Toc182816750][bookmark: _Toc267577911][bookmark: _Toc345832753][bookmark: _Toc182816733]FillOrder
	Property Integer FillOrder
Accessors: Get, Set
Default: 1


Get or set the bit fill order. 1 is MSB (Most significant bit) first, 2 is LSB (Least significant bit) first. 
[bookmark: _Toc182816751][bookmark: _Toc267577912][bookmark: _Toc345832754]FilterRatio
	Property Integer FilterRatio
Accessors: Get, Set
Default: 1


This property is used to enable and parameterize super-sampling, a technique to initially render the image at a higher resolution and then sample it down to the target resolution. As a result of that process the final image appears smoother, i.e.  anti-aliased.
Applying super-sampling improves the image quality when rendering at low target resolutions (72 dpi or less); the higher the target resolution the less the visual impact.
This property requires memory and CPU time quadratically to the ratio, therefore only small values, such as 2 or 3 should be used.
If a too high value (in combination with the original image size) is set, it is ignored.

[bookmark: _Toc182816752][bookmark: _Toc267577913][bookmark: _Toc345832755][bookmark: _Toc71535451][bookmark: _Toc97015639][bookmark: _Toc104278864]FitPage
	Property Boolean FitPage
Accessors: Get, Set
Default: True


Get or set the fit page mode. If set to true, the page is scaled to fit the image (in either width or height). If set to false, the page is rendered with its true size.
[bookmark: _GetImage][bookmark: _Toc267577914][bookmark: _Toc345832756]GetImage
	Method Variant GetImage()


Return the byte array which was previously saved using CreateImageInMemory.
[bookmark: _GetOcg][bookmark: _Toc307839449][bookmark: _Toc345832757]GetOcg
	Method Ocg GetOcg(Integer Count)


Return an interface to an optional content group item.
· Parameters:
Count: The number of the optional content group. Optional content groups are numbered from 0 to OcgCount-1.
· Return value:
       An interface to an optional content group item
See also interface Ocg.
[bookmark: _Toc267577915][bookmark: _Toc345832758][bookmark: _Toc182816734][bookmark: _Toc97015627][bookmark: _Toc104278852]HasAnnotations
	Property Boolean HasAnnotations(Long IPageNo)
Accessors: Get


Set to true if the selected page contains annotations, false otherwise.
[bookmark: _Toc267577916][bookmark: _Toc345832759]HasColor
	Method Boolean HasColor(Long IPageNo)


Return true if the selected page contains colors, returns false otherwise.
[bookmark: _Toc267577917][bookmark: _Toc345832760]HasPopups
	Property Boolean HasPopups(Long IPageNo)
Accessors: Get


Set to true if the selected page contains popups, false otherwise.
[bookmark: _ImageQuality][bookmark: _Toc267577918][bookmark: _Toc345832761]ImageQuality
	Property Integer ImageQuality
Accessors: Get, Set
Default: 75


Get or set the image quality index for lossy compression types. It is a value from 1 to 100.
[bookmark: _OcgCount][bookmark: _Toc307839459][bookmark: _Toc345832762][bookmark: _Toc267577919]OcgCount
	Property Long OcgCount
Accessors: Get


Get the number of optional content groups (also known as “layers”) of the document. See also GetOcg.
· Return value:
The number of optional content groups in this document
[bookmark: _Toc345832763]Open
	Method Boolean Open(String FileName, String Password)


Open a PDF file, i.e. makes the objects contained in the PDF document accessible. If the document is already open, it is closed first.
· Parameters:
FileName: The file name and optionally the file path, drive or server string according to the operating systems file name specification rules.
Password (optional): The user or the owner password of the encrypted PDF document. If this parameter is left out an empty string is used as a default.
· Return value:
True: The file could successfully be opened.
False: The file does not exist, it is corrupt, or the password is invalid.
[bookmark: _Toc182816735][bookmark: _Toc267577920][bookmark: _Toc345832764][bookmark: _Toc97015628][bookmark: _Toc104278853]OpenMem
	Method Boolean OpenMem(Variant MemBlock, String Password)


Open a PDF memory block, i.e. makes the objects contained in the PDF document accessible. If the document is already open it is closed first.
· Parameters:
MemBlock: The memory block containing the PDF file given as a one dimensional byte array.
Password (optional): The user or the owner password of the encrypted PDF document. If this parameter is left out an empty string is used as a default.
· Return value:
True: The document was opened successfully.
False: The document does not exists, it is corrupt, or the password is invalid.
[bookmark: _Toc182816754][bookmark: _Toc267577921][bookmark: _Toc345832765][bookmark: _Toc85251068][bookmark: _Toc97015641][bookmark: _Toc104278867][bookmark: _Toc182816736][bookmark: _Toc97015629][bookmark: _Toc104278854]Options
	Property TPDFRendererOption Options
Accessors: Get, Set
Default: eOptionBicubic + eOptionHighQuality + eOptionTransparency


Get or set specific options.
Use bitwise OR to add an option.
Use bitwise AND NOT to remove an option.
See also enumeration TPDFRendererOption.
[bookmark: _Toc182816755][bookmark: _Toc267577922][bookmark: _Toc345832766][bookmark: _Toc97015642][bookmark: _Toc104278868]PageCount
	Property Long PageCount
Accessors: Get


Get the number of pages in the PDF document. If the value of this property is 0, no valid document is opened.
[bookmark: _Toc267577923][bookmark: _Toc345832767]PageHeight
	Property Long PageHeight
Accessors: Get


Return the height of the page in points.
[bookmark: _Toc267577924][bookmark: _Toc345832768]PageWidth
	Property Long PageWidth
Accessors: Get


Return the width of the page in points.
[bookmark: _Toc182816756][bookmark: _Toc267577925][bookmark: _Toc345832769]PreserveAspectRatio
	Property Boolean PreserveAspectRatio
Accessors: Get, Set
Default: False


If true a uniform up or down-scaling is applied, i.e. the output image has the same ratio of width to height as the input file and its size will fit into the defined dimensions, given by SetBitmapDimensions.
[bookmark: _Toc182816757][bookmark: _Toc267577926][bookmark: _Toc345832770]Quality
Deprecated, use ImageQuality instead.
[bookmark: _Toc182816758][bookmark: _Toc267577927][bookmark: _Toc345832771]RenderingMode
[bookmark: _Toc267577928]Deprecated, in version 2.0 and higher there is only one rendering mode.
[bookmark: _Toc345832772]RenderPage
	Method Boolean RenderPage(Long PageNumber)


Render (convert) the selected page in the PDF document to the raster image.
· Parameters:
PageNumber: The page number in the PDF document, non-zero based.
· Return value:
True: The page was rendered successfully.
False: The page could not be rendered. (e. g. because of: out of range, no PDF opened, no image created)
[bookmark: _RepeatWatermark_1][bookmark: _Toc267577929][bookmark: _Toc345832773][bookmark: _Toc182816759][bookmark: _Toc97015643][bookmark: _Toc104278869][bookmark: _Toc182816737][bookmark: _Toc87260111][bookmark: _Toc97015630][bookmark: _Toc104278855]RepeatWatermark
	Property Boolean RepeatWatermark
Accessors: Get, Set
Default: False


Place the watermark set by SetWatermarkImage as adjacent tiles over the whole page.
[bookmark: _Toc267577930][bookmark: _Toc345832774]RotateMode
	Property TPDFRotateMode RotateMode
Accessors: Get, Set
Default: eRotateNone


Get or set the rotation mode of the page. See enumeration TPDFRotateMode.
[bookmark: _SetBitmapDimensions][bookmark: _Toc267577931][bookmark: _Toc345832775]SetBitmapDimensions
	Method Void SetBitmapDimensions(Long X, Long Y)


Set the dimensions of the image in pixels.
· Parameters:
X: The X dimension of the image in pixels.
Y: The Y dimension of the image in pixels.
[bookmark: _SetCMSEngine][bookmark: _Toc182816738][bookmark: _Toc267577932][bookmark: _Toc345832776]SetCMSEngine
	Method Boolean SetCMSEngine(String CMSEngine)


Set the Color Management System (CMS) Engine. The following strings are supported:
· "None": No CMS is applied. This results in the maximum possible contrast.
· "Neugebauer": The Neugebauer algorithm efficiently converts CMYK to RGB. It does not need any color profiles. The results however look similar to conversion using color profiles.
· "MSICM": The Microsoft ICM Engine is the default engine.
· "lcms": lcms is mostly used on Unix platforms.
· FileName: Providing a file name, a configurable version of the Neugebauer algorithm is applied. The coefficients can be defined in the text file. The default Neugebauer coefficients are listed below (Red, Blue, Green ; Color):
0.996078, 0.996078, 0.996078 ; White
0.000000, 0.686275, 0.937255 ; C
0.925490, 0.149020, 0.560784 ; M
1.000000, 0.949020, 0.066667 ; Y
0.215686, 0.203922, 0.207843 ; K
0.243137, 0.247059, 0.584314 ; CM
0.000000, 0.658824, 0.349020 ; CY
0.066667, 0.176471, 0.215686 ; CK
0.929412, 0.196078, 0.215686 ; MY
0.215686, 0.101961, 0.141176 ; MK
0.200000, 0.196078, 0.125490 ; YK
0.266667, 0.266667, 0.274510 ; CMY
0.133333, 0.098039, 0.160784 ; CMK
0.074510, 0.180392, 0.133333 ; CYK
0.215686, 0.121569, 0.113725 ; MYK
0.125490, 0.121569, 0.121569 ; CMYK
The Neugebauer algorithm mixes the colors based on the amount of color and the corresponding weighted coefficient. Altering the values for a pure color specifically changes the result for this pure color. The color transition remains smoothly.
[bookmark: _SetCMYKProfile][bookmark: _Toc182816739][bookmark: _Toc267577933][bookmark: _Toc345832777]SetCMYKProfile
	Method Boolean SetCMYKProfile(String FileName)


Set the path to the CMYK profile. If no path is set, the profile called bin/Icc/CMYK.icc is used if available. If no color profile can be found, the color conversion is applied algorithmically.
· Parameters:
FileName: The path and file name of the ICC CMYK color profile.
[bookmark: _Toc182816740][bookmark: _Toc267577934][bookmark: _Toc345832778][bookmark: _Toc87260112][bookmark: _Toc97015631][bookmark: _Toc104278856]SetPageSize
	Method Void SetPageSize(Single X, Single Y)


Set the dimensions of the image in points.
· Parameters:
X: The X dimension of the image in points.
Y: The Y dimension of the image in points.
[bookmark: _SetsRGBProfile][bookmark: _Toc182816741][bookmark: _Toc267577935][bookmark: _Toc345832779]SetsRGBProfile
	Method Boolean SetsRGBProfile(String FileName)


Set the path to the sRGB profile. If no path is set, the profile called bin/Icc/sRGB.icm is used if available. If no color profile can be found, the color conversion is applied algorithmically.
· Parameters:
FileName: The path and file name of the ICC RGB color profile.
· Return value:
True: The color profile could successfully be selected.
[bookmark: _Toc104278865][bookmark: _SetWatermarkImage][bookmark: _Toc267577936][bookmark: _Toc182816760][bookmark: _Toc87260123][bookmark: _Toc97015644][bookmark: _Toc104278870]False: otherwise.
[bookmark: _Toc345832780]SetWatermarkImage
	Method Boolean SetWatermarkImage(String FileName, Single Left, Single Bottom)


Set a watermark image from a file at the specified position in points. The watermark is placed once, unless the property RepeatWatermark is set to true.
[bookmark: _Toc267577937][bookmark: _Toc345832781]XDPI, YDPI
	Property Single XDPI
Property Single XDPI
Accessors: Get, Set
Default: 150


Get or set the resolution in the X and Y-axis of the image in dots per inch.
[bookmark: _Toc97015651][bookmark: _Toc104278877][bookmark: _Toc267577938][bookmark: _Toc345832782][bookmark: _Toc97017521][bookmark: _Toc203204043]
PDF to PDF Image Interface
[bookmark: _Toc97017531][bookmark: _Toc203204056][bookmark: _Toc97017522][bookmark: _Toc203204044]This Interface is included in the Pdf2PdfImgOCX.dll.
This interface takes a PDF document as input and creates a rasterized PDF document as output. Rasterized means the document no longer contains vector graphics or texts, but only one raster image per page.
[bookmark: _Toc267577939][bookmark: _Toc345832783]BitsPerPixel
	Property Integer BitPerPixel
Accessors: Get, Set
Default: 24


Get or set the format (bi-tonal: 1, gray scale: 8, true color: 24).
[bookmark: _Toc97017532][bookmark: _Toc203204057][bookmark: _Toc267577940][bookmark: _Toc345832784]Center
	Property Boolean Center
Accessors: Get, Set
Default: False


Get or set the center mode. The two values are:
true: The page is horizontally and vertically centered
false: The page is rendered to the upper left corner
[bookmark: _Toc267577941][bookmark: _Toc345832785]Close
	Method Boolean Close()


Close the PDF input file.
· Return value:
True: The file was closed successfully.
False otherwise.
[bookmark: _Toc97017523][bookmark: _Toc203204045][bookmark: _Toc267577942][bookmark: _Toc345832786]CloseImage
	Method Boolean CloseImage()


Close an open PDF output file. If the file is already closed the method does nothing.
· Return value:
True: The file was closed successfully.
False otherwise.
[bookmark: _Toc97017533][bookmark: _Toc203204058][bookmark: _Toc267577943][bookmark: _Toc345832787][bookmark: _Toc97017524][bookmark: _Toc203204046]Compression
	Property TPDFCompression Compression
Accessors: Get, Set
Default: eComprRaw


Get or set the compression type. The supported  values are listed in the enumeration TPDFCompression.
An overview of all compressions and what color depths they support is available in the chapter "Supported Codecs".
[bookmark: _Toc267577944][bookmark: _Toc345832788]ConvertFile
	Method Boolean ConvertFile(String PDFFileName, String ImageFileName, String Password)


Convert a complete PDF file to a PDF-image file.
· Parameters:
PDFFileName: the PDF input file name and optionally the file path, drive or server string according to the operating systems file name specification rules.
ImageFileName: the PDF output file name and optionally the file path, drive or server string according to the operating systems file name specification rules.
Password (optional): the user or the owner password of the encrypted input PDF document. If this parameter is left out an empty string is used as a default.
· Return value:
True: The file was converted successfully.
False: The PDF file does not exists, it is corrupt, the password is invalid, or the PDF output file is locked.
[bookmark: _Toc345832789][bookmark: _Toc97017525][bookmark: _Toc203204047][bookmark: _Toc267577945]CopyLinks
	Property Boolean CopyLinks
Accessors: Get, Set
Default: True


Get or set the option to copy links.
[bookmark: _Toc345832790]CopyOutlines
	Property Boolean CopyOutlines
Accessors: Get, Set
Default: True


Get or set the option to copy outlines (bookmarks).
[bookmark: _Toc345832791]CopyViewerPreferences
	Property Boolean CopyViewerPreferences
Accessors: Get, Set
Default: True


Get or set the option to copy viewer preferences, which include: Page Layout, Page Mode and Open Actions.
[bookmark: _Toc345832792]CreateImage
	Method Boolean CreateImage(String FileName , String UserPw, String OwnerPw, TPDFPermission PermissionFlags, Long KeyLength)


Create a new PDF-image file.
· Parameters:
FileName: the file name and optionally the file path, drive or server string according to the operating systems file name specification rules.
UserPwd (optional): Set the user password of the PDF document. If this parameter is omitted, the default password is used. Use 0 to set no password.
OwnerPwd (optional): Set the owner password of the PDF document. If this parameter is omitted, the default password is used. Use 0 to set no password.
PermissionFlags (optional): the permission flags. By default no permissions are granted. The permissions that can be granted are described in the enumeration TPDFPermission.
KeyLength (optional): With this option the length of the encryption key can be set. Due to the nature of the MD5 algorithm, the maximum length is limited to 128 bits. The minimum is 40 and it is required to be a multiple of 8. The two most commonly used values are 40 (standard encryption) and 128 (requires Acrobat 5 or higher). Keep in mind that Acrobat only supports 40 and 128 bit encryption. Other tools, such as the 3-Heights™ tools also support other encryption key lengths. The default value is calculated based on the selected permission flags.
· Return value:
True: The file was created successfully.
False: otherwise.
To not encrypt the output document, set PermissionFlags to -1, user and owner password to 0.
In order to allow high quality printing, flags ePermPrint and ePermDigitalPrint need to be set.
[bookmark: _CreateImageInMemory_2][bookmark: _Toc147651817][bookmark: _Toc203204048][bookmark: _Toc267577946][bookmark: _Toc345832793]CreateImageInMemory
	Method Boolean CreateImageInMemory()


Store the PDF in memory as a byte array. See also method GetPDF.
· Return value:
True: The output PDF document was successfully created in-memory.
[bookmark: _Toc97017534][bookmark: _Toc203204059][bookmark: _Toc267577947][bookmark: _Toc147651819][bookmark: _Toc203204049]False: otherwise.
[bookmark: _Toc345832794]Dithering
	Property TPDFDithering Dithering
Accessors: Get, Set
Default: eFloydSteinberg


Get or set the dithering algorithm.
The supported values for TPDFDithering are described in the corresponding enumeration.
[bookmark: _Toc97017535][bookmark: _Toc203204060][bookmark: _Toc267577948][bookmark: _Toc345832795]DPI
	Property Single DPI
Accessors: Get, Set
Default: 150


Get or set the DPI (dots per inch) value of the image.
[bookmark: _Toc97017536][bookmark: _Toc203204061][bookmark: _Toc267577949][bookmark: _Toc345832796]ErrorCode
	Property Integer ErrorCode
Accessors: Get


This property can be accessed to receive the latest error code. See header file pdferror.h.
[bookmark: _Toc97017537][bookmark: _Toc203204062][bookmark: _Toc267577950][bookmark: _Toc345832797]FitPage
	Property Boolean FitPage
Accessors: Get, Set
Default: 24


Get or set the fit page mode. If set to true, the page is scaled to fit the dimensions of the PDF output file (in either width or height). If set to false, the page is rendered with its true size.
[bookmark: _GetPDF][bookmark: _Toc267577951][bookmark: _Toc345832798]GetPDF
	Method Variant GetPDF()


Return the byte array which was previously stored using CreateImageInMemory.
[bookmark: _Toc73343751][bookmark: _Toc97017538][bookmark: _Toc203204063][bookmark: _Toc267577952][bookmark: _Toc345832799][bookmark: _Toc97017526][bookmark: _Toc203204050]GrayScale
	Property Boolean GrayScale
Accessors: Get, Set
Default: False


Get or set the gray scale mode.
[bookmark: _Toc267577953][bookmark: _Toc345832800]Open
	Method Boolean Open(String FileName, String Password)


Open an input PDF file, i.e. makes the objects contained in the PDF document accessible. If the document is already open, it is closed first.
· Parameters:
FileName: the file name and optionally the file path, drive or server string according to the operating systems file name specification rules.
Password (optional): the user or the owner password of the encrypted PDF document. If this parameter is left out an empty string is used as a default.
· Return value:
True: The file was opened successfully.
False: The file does not exist, it is corrupt, or the password is invalid.
[bookmark: _Toc267577956][bookmark: _Toc345832801][bookmark: _Toc97017539][bookmark: _Toc203204064][bookmark: _Toc267577954][bookmark: _Toc97017527][bookmark: _Toc203204051]OpenMem
	Method Boolean OpenMem(Variant MemBlock, String Password)


Open an input PDF memory block, i.e. makes the objects contained in the PDF document accessible. If the document is already open it is closed first.
· Parameters:
MemBlock: the memory block containing the PDF file given as a one dimensional byte array.
Password (optional): the user or the owner password of the encrypted PDF document. If this parameter is left out an empty string is used as a default.
· Return value:
True: The document was opened successfully from memory.
[bookmark: _Toc203204067][bookmark: _Toc267577957]False: otherwise.
[bookmark: _Toc345832802]Options
	Property TPDFRendererOption Options
Accessors: Get, Set
Default: eOptionBicubic + eOptionHighQuality


Set specific options.
Use bitwise OR to add an option.
Use bitwise AND NOT to remove an option.
See also enumeration TPDFRendererOption.
[bookmark: _Toc345832803]PageCount
	Property Long PageCount
Accessors: Get, Set
Default: undef.


Return the number of pages in the PDF document. This property cannot be set.
· Return value:
1-n: The number of pages in the PDF document.
undef: There is no PDF open.
[bookmark: _Toc203204065][bookmark: _Toc267577955][bookmark: _Toc345832804]PreserveAspectratio
	Property Boolean PreserveAspectratio
Accessors: Get, Set
Default: False


Keep the ratio of the page dimensions. If set to true and only one value of the page dimensions is provided, the other value is calculated.
[bookmark: _RenderPage][bookmark: _Toc97017528][bookmark: _Toc203204052][bookmark: _Toc267577958][bookmark: _Toc345832805]RenderPage
	Method Boolean RenderPage(Long PageNumber)


Render the assigned page number in the PDF input file to the PDF output file.
· Parameters:
PageNumber: The page number in the PDF file.
· Return value:
True: The page was rendered successfully.
False: otherwise, e. g. because of: out of range, no PDF opened, no output file created.
[bookmark: _RepeatWatermark][bookmark: _Toc345832806][bookmark: _Toc97017540][bookmark: _Toc203204066][bookmark: _Toc267577959][bookmark: _Toc203204053][bookmark: _Toc71535445][bookmark: _Toc97017529]RepeatWatermark
	Property Boolean RepeatWatermark
Accessors: Get, Set
Default: False


Place the watermark set by SetWatermarkImage as adjacent tiles over the whole page.
[bookmark: _Toc345832807]RetainText
	Property Boolean RetainText
Accessors: Get, Set
Default: False


If set to true, all text is copied as text to the output document and placed in front of a background image that contains all non-text content. If, in the original PDF, not all of the text content is placed on top of other content then the text might be un-covered by graphics objects such as white rectangles (redaction objects). 
If set to false, all content is rendered to the image.
[bookmark: _Toc345832808]RotateMode
	Property TPDFRotateMode RotateMode
Accessors: Get, Set
Default: eRotateNone


Set the rotate mode of the page. There are four valid values which are described in the enumeration TPDFRotateMode.
To create an output PDF file where all pages have the same orientation as in the input file, use the value eRotateAttribute.
[bookmark: _Toc267577960][bookmark: _Toc345832809]SetBitmapDimensions
	Method Void SetBitmapDimensions(Long cx, Long cy)


Set the bitmap dimensions in pixel.
· Parameters:
cx: The X dimension of the image in pixel.
cy: The Y dimension of the image in pixel.
[bookmark: _Toc203204054][bookmark: _Toc267577961][bookmark: _Toc345832810]SetPageSize
	Method Void SetPageSize (Single X, Single Y)


Set the dimensions of the PDF output file manually.
· Parameters:
X: The X dimension of the image in points.
Y: The Y dimension of the image in points.
[bookmark: _SetWatermarkImage_1][bookmark: _Toc345832811][bookmark: _Toc203204068][bookmark: _Toc267577962]SetWatermarkImage
	Method Boolean SetWatermarkImage(String FileName, Single Left, Single Bottom)


Set a watermark image from a file at the specified position in points. The watermark is placed once, unless the property RepeatWatermark is set to true.
[bookmark: _Toc345832812]XDPI, YDPI
	Property Single XDPI
Property Single YDPI
Accessors: Get, Set
Default: 150


Set or get the X and Y resolution in dots per inch (DPI).
[bookmark: _Ocg_Interface][bookmark: _Toc307839627][bookmark: _Toc345832813]Ocg Interface
The optional content group (OCG) interface allows to list optional content groups (also known as “Layers”) and their properties.
Optional content groups (OCGs) in PDF differ substantially from the simple layer paradigm found e. g. in graphics editing programs. Graphics objects in PDF do not belong to an OCG. Instead, their visibility is calculated by a Boolean function dependent on the state of any number of OCGs. For example, a path could be visible only if OCG "A" is ON and OCG "B" is OFF.
The functionality of OCG are described in depth in ISO 32000-1, chapter 8.11.4 or in the PDF Reference, chapter 4.10. OCG is supported in PDF 1.5 or later.
In the PDF to Image Converter, the Ocg interface can be used to list “layers” and set them to visible or not. To get the Ocg object, use the methods OcgCount and GetOcg from the Pdf to Image interface.
[bookmark: _Toc307839628][bookmark: _Toc345832814]Label
	Property Boolean Label
Accessors: Get


This is a flag that indicates, whether this is an OCG or a label. Labels are used to label groups of OCGs in the hierarchy. Setting their visibility has ho effect.
[bookmark: _Toc307839629][bookmark: _Toc345832815]Level
Property Long Level
Accessors: Get
In user interfaces OCGs can be shown in a tree. The property level indicates the hierarchy level of the OCG in that tree. OCG with Level 0 is a top level OCG. Level -1 means, that the OCG is not part of the hierarchy, it should not be presented to the user. Parent elements in the OCG hierarchy can be labels or OCGs. If the level of a label b is higher than its predecessor a, b is the parent element of the following objects of the same level as b. If the level of an OCG b is higher than its predecessor ocg a, a is the parent of the following objects of the same level as b. Note that the hierarchy reflects actual nesting of OCGs in the content. Setting the visibility of an OCG to true only has an effect, if the visibilities of all its parents are set to true.
[bookmark: _Toc307839630][bookmark: _Toc345832816]Name
Property String Name
Accessors: Get
Return the name of the OCG.
[bookmark: _Toc307839631][bookmark: _Toc345832817]Visible
Property Boolean Visible
Accessors: Get, Set
Get or set if the OCG is visible. This property controls the extraction of content objects. The default value is the one configured in the PDF document.
Note that though invisible paths generate no marks on the page, they still have an effect on the graphics state. For example their effect on the current drawing position and the clipping region does not change. Therefore, all paths are "active" and extracted regardless of their visibility. Invisible paths just use the end path operator "n", instead of a filling or stroking operator.
[bookmark: _Toc307839632][bookmark: _Toc345832818]Example 1
	id, OCGs, Level:
0, OCG A, 0 
1, OCG B, 0 
2, OCG B1, 1 
3, OCG B2, 1 
4, OCG C, -1
	Hierarchy
- OCG A 
- OCG B 
-- OCG B1 
-- OCG B2 
hidden: OCG C


[bookmark: _Toc307839633][bookmark: _Toc345832819]Example 2
	id, OCGs/Labels, Level
0, OCG A, 0 
1, Label B, 1 
2, OCG B1, 1 
3, OCG B2, 1 
4, Label C, 1 
5, OCG C1, 1 
6, OCG D, 0
	Hierarchy
- OCG A 
- Label B 
-- OCG B1 
-- OCG B2 
- Label C 
-- OCG C1 
- OCG D


[bookmark: _Toc267577963][bookmark: _Toc345832820]Enumerations
[bookmark: _Toc176227992][bookmark: _Toc182715832][bookmark: _Toc182715924][bookmark: _Toc199559908]Note: Depending on the interface, enumerations may have "TPDF" as prefix (COM, C) or "PDF" as prefix (.NET) or no prefix at all (Java).
[bookmark: _TPDFColorSpace][bookmark: _Toc199559906][bookmark: _Toc267577964][bookmark: _Toc345832821]TPDFColorSpace
	eColorGray
	Gray

	eColorGrayA
	Gray with alpha channel

	eColorRGB
	Red Green Blue

	eColorRGBA
	RGB with alpha channel

	eColorCMYK
	Cyan Magenta Yellow Key

	eColorYCbCr
	YCbCr

	eColorYCbCrK
	YCbCrK 

	eColorPalette
	Color space using a palette

	eColorLAB
	CIE L*a*b* 

	eColorOther
	Other

	eColorCMYK_Konly
	CMYK where only the K channel is used


[bookmark: _Toc267577965][bookmark: _Toc345832822]TPDFCompression
	eComprRaw
	No compression

	eComprJPEG
	Joint Photographic Expert Group

	eComprFlate
	Flate compression

	eComprLZW
	Lempel-Ziv-Welch

	eComprGroup3
	CCITT Fax Group 3

	eComprGroup3_2D
	CCITT Fax Group 3 2D

	eComprGroup4
	CCITT Fax Group 4

	eComprJBIG2
	Joint Bi-level Image Experts Group

	eComprJPEG2000
	JPEG2000

	eComprTIFFJPEG
	JPEG (6). This is an older version of JPEG. Certain (older) image software may support this compression, but not the newer version of JPEG (e.g. Photoshop 8).

	eComprUnknown
	Unknown compression


Note that not all image formats/color depths support all compression types.
[bookmark: _Toc267577966][bookmark: _Toc345832823]TPDFDithering
	eDitherNone
	No dithering

	eDitherFloydSteinberg
	Floyd-Steinberg  (Default)

	eDitherHalftone
	Half-toning

	eDitherPattern
	Pattern Dithering

	eDitherG3Optimized
	Dithering optimized to compress well with Group 3

	eDitherG4Optimized
	Dithering optimized to compress well with Group 4


[bookmark: _TPDFErrorCode][bookmark: _Toc146620342][bookmark: _Toc176227993][bookmark: _Toc182715833][bookmark: _Toc182715925][bookmark: _Toc199559909][bookmark: _Toc267577967][bookmark: _Toc345832824]TPDFErrorCode
All TPDFErrorCode enumerations start with "PDF_" followed by a single letter which is one of "S", "E", "W" or "I", an underscore and a descriptive text. The single letter gives in an indication of the type of error. These are: Success, Error, Warning, Information. With respect to corrupt PDF files: An error indicates a corruption in the PDF, the file may or may not be readable. A warning indicates the file is readable but not valid.
A full list of all PDF Tools error codes is available in the header file pdferror.h. The error codes that are listed to file access are listed here.
	PDF_S_SUCCESS
	The operation was completed successfully.

	PDF_E_EVAL
	This software is an evaluation version. Please contact www.pdf-tools.com.

	PDF_E_FILEOPEN
	The file couldn't be opened.

	PDF_E_FILECREATE
	The file couldn't be created.

	PDF_E_PASSWORD
	The authentication failed due to a wrong password.


[bookmark: _Toc176227995][bookmark: _Toc182715835][bookmark: _Toc182715927][bookmark: _Toc202586174][bookmark: _Toc267577968][bookmark: _Toc345832825]TPDFPermission
A TPDFPermission enumeration describes a permission that is granted. Prohibiting a permission is achieved by not setting this enumeration.
	ePermPrint
	Low resolution printing

	ePermModify
	Changing the document

	ePermCopy
	Content copying or extraction

	ePermAnnotate
	Annotations

	ePermFillForms
	Filling of form fields

	ePermSupportDisabilities
	Support for disabilities

	ePermAssemble
	Document Assembly

	ePermDigitalPrint
	High resolution printing


[bookmark: _TPDFRendererOption][bookmark: _Toc267577969][bookmark: _Toc345832826]TPDFRendererOption
Renderer options are set using the property Options. To combine multiple options use a bitwise OR operator.
Visual Basic Example:
Enable or disable an option, and leaving all other options untouched:
' Enable High Quality	
.Options = .Options OR eOptionHighQuality
' Disable High Quality
.Options = .Options AND NOT eOptionHighQuality

C/C++ Example:
int iOptions = Pdf2ImgGetOptions(pDocument);
// Enable High Quality
Pdf2ImgSetOptions(pDocument, iOptions | eOptionHighQuality);
// Disable High Quality
Pdf2ImgSetOptions(pDocument, iOptions & ~eOptionHighQuality);

The following list includes enumerations that are relevant for the 3-Heights™ PDF to Image Converter API. Note that there are more enumerations available, however they are unrelated to this API.
	eOptionBilinear
	A bi-linear image filter is applied to images to improve the image quality. This option cannot be combined with eOptionBicubic.

	eOptionBicubic
	A bi-cubic image filter is applied to images to improve the image quality. This option cannot be combined with eOptionBilinear. The highest quality is obtained by combining eOptionHighQuality and eOptionBicubic, this combination also requires to most CPU power.

	eOptionDisablePatterns
	Disable patterns.

	[bookmark: OLE_LINK1]eOptionHighQuality
	Anti-aliasing for text and path objects and filtering of image objects can be turned off and on with this option. It is recommended for gray-scale and color images. It is not recommended for bi-tonal images.

	eOptionType1
	CFF fonts are converted to Type1 fonts.

	eOptionNoEmbedded
	Fonts embedded in the PDF document are not used. Instead only fonts installed on the local machine are used.

	eOptionOpenType
	Convert embedded fonts to Open Type fonts.

	eOptionOutlines
	Convert fonts into vector graphics.

	eOptionOverprint
	With this option interprets the overprint (‘OP’, ‘op’) and overprint mode (‘OPM’) operators in a PDF content stream. Otherwise these operators are ignored. Use this option with caution since overprint simulation is not fully supported. In particular overprint simulation of separation and device-n colors does not produce the expected results.

	eOptionPreInstalled
	Replace embedded fonts with a pre-installed font if the same font is already installed on the OS.

	eOptionPrint
	With this option set the appearance of a PDF file corresponds to print output regardless whether it is actually printed or not.

	eOptionTrueType
	CFF and Type1 fonts are converted to True Type fonts. This option overrules option eOptionType1.

	eOptionUseFastImages
	Always print images in fast mode. This should help resolving performance issues with complex images and image masks of documents that are to be printed in accurate mode.

	eOptionTransparency
	Simulate transparency.


Recommended Settings
Gray-scale and color:	eOptionBicubic + eOptionHighQuality + eOptionTrueType
Bi-tonal:	eOptionTrueType
[bookmark: _TPDFRenderingMode][bookmark: _TPDFRotateMode][bookmark: _Toc267577971][bookmark: _Toc345832827]TPDFRotateMode
	eRotateNone
	Do not rotate the page, do not consider the viewing rotation attribute of the PDF page.

	eRotateAttribute
	Set the rotation to the viewing rotation attribute of the PDF page, i.e. rendering the page with the same rotation as it is displayed in a PDF Viewer.

	eRotatePortrait
	Rotate page to portrait.

	eRotateLandscape
	Rotate page to landscape.


[bookmark: _Toc182816761][bookmark: _Toc267577972][bookmark: _Toc345832828]
Tips, Ticks and Troubleshooting
[bookmark: _Toc147632896][bookmark: _Toc182816762][bookmark: _Toc267577973][bookmark: _Toc345832829]Text
[bookmark: _Toc147632900][bookmark: _Toc182816766][bookmark: _Toc267577977][bookmark: _Toc345832833][bookmark: _Toc288232531][bookmark: _Toc147632899][bookmark: _Toc182816765][bookmark: _Toc267577976][bookmark: _Toc280858063]Font Replacement Strategy
This section describes the exact behavior of font handling of the rendering engine. It is rather technical and it is not required to be understood in order to properly use the software.

The following steps are performed sequentially in the search of a font. If a font is found, the search is stopped; otherwise the next step is performed.
1. If the font is not embedded or eOptionPreInstalled is set:
a. If the font name appears in the [Replace] section in the configuration file “fonts.ini” the name is replaced and looked up in the installed font collection
b. if it is a standard font[footnoteRef:1] it is replaced by the equivalent TrueType font name and it is looked up in the installed font collection [1:   e. g. Times−Roman, Helvetica, Courier] 

c. If the font name appears in the [Fonts] section in the configuration file “fonts.ini” the name is replaced and looked up in the installed font collection
d. If the font has “Italic” or “Bold” in its name the font without these styles is looked up in the installed font collection
2. If a font name is looked up in the installed font collection then the name compare is performed as follows:
a. PostScript name
b. TrueType name without blanks (a missing style is interpreted as “Regular” or “Normal”)
c. TrueType name without modifications
3. If the font is embedded, it is converted to a Windows compatible font and temporarily installed. If eOptionNoEmbedded is used then the glyphs of the fonts are converted to either bitmaps or outlines[footnoteRef:2]. If eOptionUseOutlines is used then the glyphs are converted to outlines only. [2:  The outline of a glyph is a vector graphic without any reference to the original font program.] 

4. If the font is not embedded and the Unicodes are available then the nearest font from the installed font collection is tailored to the metrics of the font.
5. If the font is embedded then it is converted to outlines.
6. In all other cases the nearest font from the installed font collection is used
[bookmark: _Toc147632898][bookmark: _Toc182816764][bookmark: _Toc267577975][bookmark: _Toc280858062]Using the Font Mapping File fonts.ini
“fonts.ini” is a configuration file to map fonts used in the PDF to fonts pre-installed on the system. The mapping file must reside a directory named “Fonts”, which must be a direct sub-directory of where the main DLL or executable resides.
The mapping file is optional. It consists of two sections: [fonts] and [replace].
Both sections are used to map fonts in the PDF to fonts in the installed font collection on the operating system. This comes into play when the font in the PDF document does not have an embedded font program, or the embedded font is not usable.
The mapping only works if the font types of the specified fonts are matching; e. g. if the font in the PDF is a symbolic font, such as “Symbol” or “ZapfdingBats”, the mapped font must be symbolic too.
The section [fonts] is only considered if the font-matcher does not find an appropriate font amongst the existing installed fonts. It is suggested to only use this section.
The section [replace] is stronger and applied before the font-matcher. This means a font will be replaced as defined, even if the correct installed font is available on the system.
Syntax
The syntax of the mapping file is this:
[fonts]
PDF_font_1=installed_font_1,{font_style}
PDF_font_2=installed_font_2,{font_style}
[replace]
PDF_font_n=installed_font_n,{font_style}

PDF_font_* is the name of the font in the PDF. This name can be found in one of the following ways:
· Use any tool that can list fonts. Such as 3-Heights PDF Extract or 3-Heights PDF Optimization. Ignore possible prefixes of subset fonts. A subset prefix consists of 6 characters followed by the plus sign. For example "KHFOKE+MonotypeCorsiva", in this case only use "MonotypeCorsiva" as font name in the mapping file.
· 
Open the document with Adobe Acrobat, use the "MarkUp Text Tool" , mark the text of which you would like to know the font name, right-click it, select "Properties…"
installed_font_* is the font family name of the installed font. To retrieve this name, find the font in the Windows’ font directory and open it by double-clicking. The first line in the property window displays the font family name (this may vary depending on the operating system). The font family name does not include font styles; so an example of a font family name is “Arial”, but not “Arial Italic”.
font_style is an optional style, that is added coma-separated after the font family name. The style is always one word. Examples of font styles are “Italic”, “Bold”, BoldItalic”.
Example
[fonts]
Ryumin-Light=MS Mincho
GothicBBB-Medium=MS Gothic
[replace]
ArialIta=Arial,BoldItalic
Other Ways to Deal with Text Issues
The following list provides possible work-arounds if text is printed incorrectly. Options should be tried in ascending order.
1. Using the option (eOptionNoEmbedded) inhibits all embedded fonts from being used in the spool file and the printer hardware. Instead the glyphs are converted to either bitmaps or outlines. Using the option  (eOptionOutline) at the same time the conversion is restricted to outlines.
2. Using the option (eOptionPreInstalled) inhibits embedded fonts which have the same name as the corresponding installed font from being used. 
3. Pre-render the page in a bitmap and use the pre-rendered image (eOptionBitmap). 
Transparency
The 3-Heigths™ rendering engine supports transparency functions such as a number of blend modes as well as isolated and non-isolated transparency groups, but not transparency in general.
[bookmark: _Toc182816767][bookmark: _Toc267577978][bookmark: _Toc345832834]Page Orientation
In a PDF document, every page can have a viewing rotation attribute. This attribute defines the rotation applied to the page when it is to be displayed in a viewer. If you would like the pages to be rendered with the same rotation as when they are displayed in a viewer, set the property RotateMode = eRotateAttribute.
Contact:	pdfsupport@pdf-tools.com
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